
Approaching Julius Caesar 

 

Analysis by theme:   

1) Will vs. Fate:  Are events shaped more by man’s own will and skill, or by destiny, fate, and events 

beyond one’s control?  This parallels Machiavelli’s dichotomy of virtue vs. fortune.  Shakespeare’s 

major characters mostly believe in their ability to control events (Cassius especially), but the 

playwright makes sure to prove them wrong every time.   This should caution us against easy 

“solutions” to the difficulties the characters encounter.  Question: if the conspirators had killed 

Antony too, would it have led to a better outcome?  The temptation is to say yes, but Shakespeare’s 

approach to history suggests that he wouldn’t write it that way.  Just as “Caesarism” (the tendency 

to dictatorship) outlasted Caesar, so too “Antonism” might very well have survived Antony (and 

led to civil war regardless). Or would it?  How important is Antony’s speech in the forum, anyway 

(3.2)?  Shakespeare’s attitude to this issue leads to the following Question: if men’s choices do not 

have predictable results, then on what basis can they be considered moral?   

2) Misinterpretation:  one of the most important ways Shakespeare shows the limitations of men’s 

power is by having them misinterpret events, especially portents (of which there are many), but 

also basic information, as when Cassius mistakenly believes the battle lost and kills himself (in 5.3).  

Men are unable even to accurately discern “the tide in the affairs of men” (4.3, line 217), much less 

control where it takes them;  they’re lucky if they even know how to surf. 

3)  The Mob:  one of the most significant “characters” in the play, the “mob” is introduced in the very 

first scene, plays the pivotal role in the forum scene (3.2) and shows its blind fury in the killing of 

Cinna (3.3).  They are one of the most important agents of unpredictability, denying the major 

characters the control over events that they so arrogantly believe they have.   

4) Private vs. Public:  this is most clearly seen with Caesar, whose private life (symbolized by his all-

too-human frailties and superstitions, and accentuated by his wife) sits uneasily with his infallible 

public persona.  Question: does Caesar’s effort to project an infallible public persona help or hinder 

his exercise of power? 

5) Personal vs. Abstract Morality:  Paralleling the private/public dichotomy is the contrast between 

personal morality (Brutus’s honorable private life and relations with his wife, and he and Antony’s 

strong concern for personal affection and friendship for Caesar, which Brutus violates) and abstract 

moral concepts like liberty (represented by Brutus’s motives for the killing).  Question:  does 

Shakespeare make an argument for personal over abstract morality?  If Brutus had been guided 

solely by his affections, how would he have chosen?  Could he have chosen (remember, he loved 

Cassius as well as Caesar)? 

 

Analysis by character:  This is a good concrete way to elicit discussion of the key themes and moral 

issues of the play.  I would zero in on the four most important figures: Cassius (the Epicurian), Brutus 

(the Stoic), Caesar (the superstitious), and Antony (the improvisational).  They represent a very useful 

range of beliefs about power, how one (in principle) ought to go about influencing other men and the 

course of events.  I would analyze each one based on three grounds: 

 1)  what does he believe about power and how one can influence the course of events? 

 2)  to what extent does he act consistently on his belief?   

 3)  to what extent are his beliefs borne out by the events of the play?     



Analysis by history:  much of the play is drawn from Plutarch, the text of which is included in our 

edition.  How Shakespeare reworked the material to his own dramatic and ideological purposes makes 

for an interesting study, though perhaps a bit too involved for a mere two days on the play.   

 

Analysis by stagecraft:  the supplementary materials in our text offer some excellent examples of how 

people have found different sorts of meaning in this play, and how that has influenced their staging of 

it (see articles by Walker, David, Berry, Endel, & Barnet).  These illustrate possible approaches to the 

themes of the play;  for example, should Caesar be represented as a tyrant and Brutus et al. as 

liberators (a la Creon and Antigone)?  Or should Caesar be portrayed as more benign, and Brutus more 

deluded (closer to Macbeth)?  This is a good way to get students to think about the fact that the play 

does not have one fixed meaning, and what makes it relevant is how it lives and breathes in our own 

interpretation of it.  Invite them to join in!   

 --Hands-on activity:  map out how you would stage the play, including sets, costumes, 

characterizations (through voice and gesture), and even possible rearrangement of scenes.  At all points, 

be conscious of what you see as the most significant meaning(s) of the play, and strive through 

dramatic performance to communicate them effectively.     

 

Performance:  at a minimum, have students read some of the play aloud, to get a feel for the language.  

With proper preparation, sections of it can be performed in class.  Last year I selected a series of 

pivotal short scenes from Macbeth, had students write papers analyzing themes within their respective 

scenes, and then performed them on section day.  Julius Caesar is harder to cut, since it has more 

minor characters and long solos that make it hard to distribute the performance time evenly.  But I may 

succeed in reworking the assignment and doing something similar – I’ll send it along by e-mail if I do.   

 

References:  Some useful articles (from JSTOR) and webpages:   

http://www.bardweb.net/ - mostly a reference to other webpages.   

http://www.sparknotes.com/shakespeare/juliuscaesar/ - very uneven, but has summaries and discusses major themes. 

Ernest Schanzer, “The Problem of Julius Caesar,” Shakespeare Quarterly 1955 – on the ambiguous character of Caesar 

Anne Paolucci , “The Tragic Hero in Julius Caesar,” Shakespeare Quarterly  1960 – mostly on Brutus & Caesar 

Myron Taylor, “Shakespeare's Julius Caesar and the Irony of History,” Shakespeare Quarterly 1973 – on will vs. fate 
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